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Tracing Letters is a fun workbook designed for the youngest writers, teaching students proper letter

formation by teaching them to trace the letters of the alphabet.   â€¢ Part one of this book covers the

letters of the alphabet and their sounds.   â€¢ Part two reviews the alphabet and encourages

children to trace words.  Directions along with scripted questions are given to assist parents and

teachers as they introduce the letters and the letter sounds. The italicized words given in the Lesson

section are the answers to the scripted questions given in the Questions to Ask section. Also,

because children of this age enjoy coloring, black and white illustrations are included. In addition to

being fun, the act of coloring helps children to strengthen the muscles in their fingers and hands and

enables children to master handwriting faster. Note: By design this book primarily introduces the

short vowel soundsâ€”the vowel sounds to which most children are first introduced as they learn to

read CVC words.
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Adorable! It's black and white inside (no color), which is fine with me because the child can color the

pages. The thing I like best is that the letters have a "bubble" to indicate where the child should

begin the letter.

I was given this book in exchange for writing an honest review. My 3 year old has been working on

learning to write her letters. She is actively interested in this and she really enjoyed doing pages

from this book. It was appropriate for her age level. The bigger starting dot was very helpful for her



to learn how to correctly form the letters, and the practice tracing throughout the entire page was

also nice. Some practice pages leave room for them to write letters themselves, and at her age, this

is difficult. For a younger audience especially, the entire page being filled with only tracing was nice.

I would recommend this to people looking to teach beginning writing.

I was given this book for free and was asked to give an honest review. I've been working with my

daughter trying to teach her how to write her name but we could never get passed the letter "s" and

I didn't want to skip to another letter till she got that down. So I figured I would have her try the letter

"s" to see how this works. Well, before I could even explain what she needs to do she jumped up

and did it! The larger starting point dot was a prefect idea! Thanks!

This is a great curriculum for my 4 year old!It has nice large space for tracing and writing.Cute

images!Printer Friendly!Has additional pages for reviewing and further developing what was

learned. I had the opportunity to receive this item for free for my honest review and I am so glad I

did! We had just started learning to write letters and this is perfect.

I was given a digital copy of this for an honest review. I do agree with another reviewer that you can

find similar worksheets for free on the internet, but I like the idea that this is already put together for

you. I liked that each letter is presented with upper case and lower case along with pictures that

start with that letter. Each letter gives the reader instructions on how to teach the letter sounds and

provides different forms of tracing (ex. trace dots, solid lines, connect the dots). For each letter there

are questions that are answered with an object that begins with the letter being studied. After each

letter is learned, the reader is then provided with words that begin with each letter of the alphabet

that children can trace. The very last tracing activity provided is the entire alphabet uppercase and

lowercase. I think it's worth it if you want something that is already put together for you and printed

to help your child learn to write.

Great tracing book that can easily be adapted for different levels of ability. I can do one lesson with

my child who is just beginning to write and the one who needs review of sounds and beginning print.

All of the sounds are that on a single letter, rather than a blend or a digraph. B=bear, not B=blue

and S=sun, not S=shoe. This is actually very rare and helps beginning learners to hear the intial

sound rather than trying to break apart the blend to hear it. My kids will love this!



While there are many free options online that would be sufficient, I found that I really liked this

particular choice. I appreciate that the pages aren't cluttered with unnecessary cuteness. I like that it

allows a parent to know just how to introduce each letter and that it shows you which mark to make

first and in what direction. It is certainly worth its price. I received this product for free in exchange

for a honest review.

I received a copy of this in exchange for my honest review.I like that the first page of each letter has

a ball for a starting point on the traceable letters - this was really helpful to my 3 year old. My 2 year

old had a great time just scribbling all over the page :) You can get similar things for free online so I

don't know that this is really filling a need of any kind, but for what it is I think it is okay and we may

keep printing off more of the pages as we make more progress.
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